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Policy guidelines and recommendations
• Different policy guidelines and recommendations are presented in the publications and tools related to
the project themes.
• Simulations provide guidelines related to optimisation of transport flows in practice
• Participatory tools provide policy guidelines related to participatory planning and also on improving
stakeholder engagement and processes organize the process of user and stakeholder involvements
• Mini-pilots and case studies contribute how to introduce and assess new technologies and services.
• HUPMOBILE sustainability self-assessment tool and Impact Assessment tool describe, based on
theory and practical testing with the cities, provides guidelines for what kind of key performance
indicators (KPI) to use in assessing sustainable mobility in a holistic way.
• Lots of different best practices collected and shared between parties

• Together the results also provide the basis for creating conclusions on how new innovation
processes, new organizational and governance concepts, and changes in planning processes can
result in new forms of urban mobility solutions at the urban district level.

Mini-piloting and case studies
•

•
•

•

HUPMOBILE cities have been developing and implementing ITS minipilots
that could help urban policy-makers on how and why to make it a real pilot
or service. These examples will be made open for all cities on applying ITS
solutions in order to deal with urbanisation-driven increased mobility and
environment challenges
The pre-feasibility study on simulating adaptive traffic lights in the case of the
city of Tallinn could be applicable to other cities, if there is actual proven
effect in this simulation.
Outcomes are also directed to policymakers of all BSR cities, partially also
regional and central governments. The logic is to produce a high-quality
knowledge on how cities can trigger and manage sustainable mobility
innovation based on the HUPMOBILE project.
Planned to be published openly and also sent directly to the list of urban
decision-makers in the BSR area.

HUPMOBILE framework and policy guidelines
• Different main policy guidelines will be collected and combined together in a HUPMOBILE framework

It’s all about people and collaboration!

Use and tailor the existing knowledge
• There are already several good solutions around the BSR cities
• We (still) need to improve the communication of the working solutions
• Descriptions of existing mobility solutions are like recipes: BUT every city has to
season the recipe their won way
• Use more stakeholder involvement to adjust suitable solution in the local
implementation!
• Therefore, methods and tools need to be easily available for enabling participation
• choose such an easy-to-use selection of tools and methods that:
• Cover all the stages of planning
• your city with its citizens and other stakeholders are able to use
(skills, cost, time)
• Increase the resources and capabilities for stakeholder involvement
• Share with proud your achievements to others!
• … and, also, tell honestly if and why something has not worked.

More courage to try and implement new concepts!
• Most cities are too careful at developing new services
• Cities need to push more aggressively new mobility concepts
and see which ones work best
• Test fast, fail fast!
• Improve the capabilities in cooperation with the companies
and start-ups
• Also, cities should involve employers more to the
development of sustainable commuting
• Ambition levels concerning mobility changes should be raised
• You need to aim high (100 climate cities), but the road there
goes usually step by step.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN HUPMOBILE!
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